St Luke's News
A Christian school that serves a diverse community and works in partnership
with parents to develop the whole child.

10th July 2020
Dear Parents & Carers

As a school community we have made it to the ‘Summer Holidays’ and I know that has
been a very difficult experience for all of us. I would just like to say a heartfelt thankyou to the wonderful staff at St. Luke’s who, following the tradition of the school,
stepped up to support families through the most chaotic situation since the Second
World War.
They battled through their own anxieties and worries about infecting their own families to keep
this school open throughout and supported families with teaching, advice and in many cases
food. I’d also like to thank you, our families, who have been so understanding when we
introduced this reduced school day because that was all we could offer. And most of all I
would like to thank our children who are such incredible characters – they truly are gifts from
God and as difficult as this has been at times, they have instantly reminded us of why we
work in education. I sincerely hope we all return in September to a more normal world.
The Big Return
See below how we intend to do this in September. Please pay particular attention to the
staggered starts. ’Bubbles’ will now be known as ‘Phases’ and are grouped as; EYFS, KS1,
Lower KS2 (Y3&4) and Upper KS2 (Y5&6)

Plan for staggered start to school year in September
Fri 4th Sept - Y6, vulnerables and Early Years visits
Mon. 7th - Y5 & Y6
Tues 8th - Y3 & Y4
Wed. 9th - Y1 & Y2
YN & YR phased in over week

All children in by 9th Sept 2020
Beginning of each day
YN 9am from YN gate
YR 8.40 from YN gate
Y1 8.40 from main gate at front
Y2 8.30 from main gate at front
Y3 8.40 from back gate
Y4 8.40 from back gate
Y5 8.30 from back gate
Y6 8.30 from back gate

End of Day:
3pm from YN gate
3.15pm from YN gate
3.15pm from main gate
3.05pm from main gate
3.15pm from back gate
3.15pm from back gate
3.05pm from back gate
3.05pm from back gate

School Testing Programme
Today saw the end of our
participation in the Public Health
drive to try to understand the
prevalence of Covid19 – huge
thanks go out to all the staff and
children who were able to put up
with the swabs being taken. It was
all for the greater good as we try to
gain control of the virus.
Black Lives Matter Essay
We have been working hard all the way up to the holidays and after a series of assemblies
and discussions around world events regarding the Black Lives Matter movement, the
children have had some opportunities to express their thoughts in writing – below are the
powerful thoughts of Chioma Y2:
“Black lives matter is a movement which protests against racism and unfair treatment to
black people everywhere around the world.
There was very unfair treatment to a black man, George Floyd in Minneapolis,
Minnesota, United States of America. He was stopped by police officers who caused his
death and have now lost their jobs. One of the officers knelt on his neck and stopped
him from breathing. The officer has been charged with murder while the others have
faced criminals charges. The death of George Floyd has led to many protests about the
unfair treatment of black people, particularly by the police and Justice system.
Racism is something very common around the world. Racism means treating someone
unfairly because of their colour, culture or ethnic origin.
Celebrities such as Beyonce, Taylor Swift and Ariana Grande have spoken on social
media to protest what happened recently and to speak out about racism. Many people
have spoken about racism in protests. Protest means an organised statement or action
to show that you don't agree with something. It was not only about George Floyd, but
there have been many deaths because of disliking different skin tones. It has been
especially hard during this pandemic. It has been even harder to protest so many
people in the UK and USA have signed petitions asking the government to do more to
tackle racism.
Lots of people have been raising money for the family of George Floyd and his tragic
death in cities across the US have been walking around carrying a sign saying BLM or
Black Lives Matter. Lots of people have been starting to wear clothing with #BLM to let
everyone know that racism must stop and to tell everyone to support Black Lives Matter.
In different parts of the world, people have been told to get ready for the protest. Lots of
people don’t want to support racism but most people say all lives matter and we should
all be treated the same and no one should have different treatment because they were
born differently.
In my opinion, I think the moral of the story is: No one should be treated differently by
their appearance or how they look. Also, you should listen to what people might be
going through. Like how someone could look different from you doesn't mean you

should treat them differently from you because as you know what the police officer did
was wrong! The only reason for George Floyd’s death was because the police didn't like
how he looked and mainly because he thought black people looked wrong.
Personally, I think people should all be equal regardless of their race and their colour.
Racism should be taken more seriously!”
By Chioma Y2

Dragon’s Den
Year 2 were given a Dragons Den themed project to design and create a new toy or game
that would be the 'next big thing'. They had to come up with the ideas, rules and instructions
as well as making the toy/game and create advertising for it too. The children took part in a
video call to present their products to everyone and persuade them that their product was the
best. There was a lot of excellent entrants but the winners were Abigail, Nishkaa and Daisy
Mae – well done to all!

Waitrose Partnership
Once again Linda Nkana and her team at
Waitrose, Canary Wharf, have donated
foodstuffs for the school which, along with
some surplus food that was donated to the
River Church Foodbank, were added to our
food parcels that we distribute each week to
our local community. Once again a massive
thanks to all at Waitrose for helping us to
support those in need in our community.
We also need to say a massive thanks
to St. Luke’s Church especially Sharon for coming every Thursday to help make up the food
parcels and to Rev. Amy and Geoffrey without whom we would not have been able to deliver
them to those most in need over the last four months. I cannot emphasise how important this
has been to our families and is an excellent example of church, school and community
coming together for the most needy.
And finally….

Contact during Summer
See below some support flyers for any
parents that may be experiencing
difficulties during the summer (and any
time) - and if there is anything that the
school could help with, please contact
me on:
ht@st-lukes.newham.sch.uk
Have a safe and joyful Summer

Matt Hipperson
Head Teacher

